SYG: Sociology:
General Courses

Courses

SYG 2000  Introduction to Sociology
3 sh (may not be repeated for credit)
Fundamental principles concerning social relationships, social interaction and social structure. Meets General Education requirement in Social Sciences.

SYG 2010  Current Social Problems
3 sh (may not be repeated for credit)
Major social issues affecting individuals in groups in modern industrial societies. Not open to students with Social Problems as lower division course. Meets General Education requirement in Social Sciences.

SYG 3905  Directed Study
1-12 sh (may be repeated indefinitely for credit)

SYG 4905  Directed Study
1-12 sh (may be repeated indefinitely for credit)

SYG 5905  Directed Study
1-12 sh (may be repeated indefinitely for credit)

SYG 6905  Directed Study
1-12 sh (may be repeated indefinitely for credit)